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Motivation

Theoretical: order of the 
phase transition for 𝑁𝑓 = 2

Anomaly is relevant

Pisarski, Wilczek (1984)
Vicari, Pelissetto et al. 

(2002, 2013)

Experimental results:

In-medium reduction of 𝜂′
mass at RHIC 

Csorgo et al (2010)

PRL105 182301



Motivation

From Brandt et al, 1608.06882 



Message

Two main points to take home

 This is a very delicate measurement where 

chiral symmetry plays a crucial role
 U(1)A symmetry is effectively restored just 

above the phase transition



Low temperature – symmetries 

Chiral 

condensate

Instantons

T<Tc

Near zero modes density

Zero modes

Dirac operator eigenmodes



High temperature – symmetries 

No 

condensate

Axial 

symmetry
T>Tc

Restoration of chiral 

symmetry at 𝑇𝑐

Restoration at T → ∞

Current knowledge



High temperature – symmetries

No 

condensate

Axial 

symmetry?
T>Tc

𝑇 ≳ 𝑇𝑐?



Lattice formulation: a primer

Monte-Carlo approach to the path-integral,

After rotation to the Euclidean space

Gauge field translates into parallel 
transport: links 𝑈𝜇
Grassmann variables bosonized

For most of the cases real action so the 

averages are well defined
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Delta 

Chiral symmetry

Axial symmetry

Spectral decomposition 

of Delta

QCD with 2 degenerate flavours



Recent literature - I

G. Cossu et al. (2013) for JLQCD 

Disconnected meson diagrams 

vanish at temperatures above Tc

Related: Gap in the Dirac spectrum

Aoki, Fukaya, Taniguchi (2012) 

Analytic calculation (Overlap)

Dirac spectrum 𝜌(𝜆)~𝑐𝜆3

Implies U(1)A anomaly invisible

Meson spatial correlators

Restored



Recent lattice literature - II

G. Cossu et al. (2013) for JLQCD 

Disconnected meson diagrams 

vanish at temperatures above Tc

Related: Gap in the Dirac spectrum

Aoki, Fukaya, Taniguchi (2012) 

Analytic calculation (Overlap)

Dirac spectrum 𝜌(𝜆)~𝑐𝜆3

Implies U(1)A anomaly invisible

Dirac spectrum



Recent lattice literature - III

Bazavov et al. (2012-13)

Domain wall, several volumes

Dirac spectrum, susceptibilities

NOT restored

Ohno et al., Sharma et al. (2012-15)

Overlap on HISQ configurations

Dirac spectrum

NOT restored

Brandt et al. (2013, 2016)

Wilson improved fermions

Screening masses

Strong suppression in the chiral limit

Our previous study

Exact chiral symmetry (Overlap)

topology fixed
Only 163x8 volume

Mass dependence
No continuum limit



Recent lattice literature - IV

V. Dick et al, Phys.Rev. D91 (2015) no.9, 094504

Peak of spectral density near the origin

B. Brandt et al, arXiv:1608.06882

Isovector scalar and pseudoscalar

masses difference compatible with zero 
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Chiral symmetry on the lattice

Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theorem: 

exact chiral symmetry implies doublers

The Ginsparg-Wilson relation (1982)



Generalized Domain Wall

Möbius Kernel Function approximation
Transfer matrix in 5D

Play with the sign function

 Hyperbolic tangent

 Rational approximation

Reduced residual mass

b=2 c=1 Scaled Shamir, mres ~ 10-4



Simulations

Symanzik + smeared DWF 2-flavor
Multipurpose code, HMC & measurements

Available online on GitHub

Optimized for BlueGene/Q
Webpage: http://suchix.kek.jp/guido_cossu/

Collected data
 2(3) volumes (2-4 fm)

 3 masses (2-25 MeV)

 5 temperatures (160-250 MeV)

 Topology fluctuates 

 Nt=8, Nt=12 (finer lattice)



Phase transition

T ~ 190-210 MeV (red arrows)

Phase transition at ~175 MeV

2 volumes at Nt=8

Mass dependence for all lattices

Lattice spacing estimates

from Wilson Flow



Delta 

Using correlators and local source is 

dangerous because of zero modes

Stochastic measurement and spectral 

sum are better approaches and in nice 

accordance with each other

Chiral symmetry

Axial symmetry



Source of the signal

Discrete spectral sum

Zero modes

76%

Peaks dominate the signal

Fluctuations of 

3 orders of magnitude

One mode signal



Temperature dependence

𝑇 < 𝑇𝑐

Broad picture arising

at this stage:

 Even above the phase 

transition zero modes 

dominate

 The bulk part of the 

signal is strongly 

suppressed



Let’s increase volume 
Zero mode contribution suppressed ~1/V
Bulk contribution increases 

volume

m
a

ss



Volume&mass dependence

Conclusion: signal for 𝚫 from the 

bulk part, near zero modes

Let’s cut all configurations 

with Q>0

Signal constant with the mass

These results agree with other 

works. 

No restoration

Zero modes 

contribution 

vanishes



Is everything all right? – I 

From the Ginsparg-Wilson relation we can measure the 

amount of violation for each mode

Example: the chiral condensate



Is everything all right? – II 

From the Ginsparg-Wilson relation we can measure the 

amount of violation for each mode



Is everything all right? – III 

From the Ginsparg-Wilson relation we can measure the 

amount of violation for each mode



Is everything all right? – IV 



Is everything all right? – V 

Lowest modes show violations of GW by 1 

order of magnitude bigger than the average



Reweight it! (DWF to Overlap)

Before After

Topology from mode 

counting
Topology from smeared conf.



Reweighting alters the final answer!

Point: Reweighting is essential

Partially quenched results show accumulation of unphysical near zero modes



Volume dependence

The average of the 

physical Q=0 sector is 

volume independent 

within the errors 

Reweighting



Temperature and mass dependence

Agrees with overlap result

m
a

ss

T=187 MeV T= 192 MeV



Reweighted result



Reweighted final result

After taking care of 

the GW violation and 

the zero modes

Chiral limit consistent 

with very strong 

suppression of the 

anomaly effect



Spectrum

No peaks near zero virtuality in the chiral limit (vs DIGA prediction)
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Summary

Volume & mass 

dependence 

suggests that near 

zero modes are 

the source of U(1) 

breaking 

Lattice artifacts 

can spoil the 

signal

Coarse lattice 

results dominated 

by GW violations

Reweighted

exact chiral 

symmetry results 

differ from DWF

!



Nature of low modes

Gas of instanton pairs, dyons

Correlation with Polyakov loop

Localization properties
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GW violation terms contribution



Delta from Ward-Takahashi Id

Relation from the WTI 



DW – OV eigenvalue mismatch



GW violations


